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Many of our members send out newsletters and we'd like to give you the opportunity to sample
some of them. If you're a member of OPA and would like your newsletter listed here please
email the webmaster with the title of your newsletter, a brief description, how often you send it
out, and a link where people can sign up.

Ellen Zucker
My monthly newsletter gives you an overview of the upcoming astrological weather for the
month so that you can function in harmony with its rhythms. Focusing on major transits, it also
provides practical tips on how to use the prevailing energies in your day-to-day life. And I also
post upcoming events. Celestial Currents is free. Subscribe today and receive my bonus report,
Mercury Retrograde: 9 Ways to Make It Your Friend. Visit http://celestialcurrents.com/

Bob Mulligan
My newsletter comes out once a month on the first and gives the outline of astrological
interpretations for the whole month, the New and Full moon, the solar ingress, as well as an
overview for each week of the month. Then I give an interpretation for every day of the month.
and finally I post upcoming events. People can sign up for in on my web site and it is free. The
link is www.theastrologycompany.com .

Sandra-Leigh Serio
My newsletter is bi-monthly and to sign up, email me at sandraleigh@sandraleigh.com . The
content is astrological with a focus on upcoming transits, including planetary ingresses,
retrogrades, etc. Also included is a general forecast for the signs monthly.

Ron Archer
My newsletter is published twice a month at the new and full moons. I discuss the energy of
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this cycle and how to apply it to your life. You can sign up for my newsletter at http://www.mia
miastrology.com/miami-astrology-monthly-newsletter-subscription/
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